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Obama Ordered by Supreme Court to
Show Citizenship Documents By Dec. 1
DaJudge says that Ordinary citizens can't sue the
Obama for birth certificate and citizenship records
to ensure that he complies with constitutional
requirements for the Office of President of U.S.A?

Gun Rights? Haaahaa!
Citizenship?Hahahaa!
Change? Believe it!

BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA is not yet the
President of the United States, and he may never hold
that office if he cannot prove he is a “ natural born”
American Citizen. A lawsuit says that Obama is not
a “ natural born” American citizen and, pursuant to
Article II, Section 1 of the Constitution is ineligible to
hold the Office of President of the U.S.A.
The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that Obama
must produce his citizenship records by December 1,
two weeks before the official election of President by
the Electoral College, according to Philip J. Berg, the
former attorney general who filed the lawsuit [Berg v.
Obama, No. 08-cv-04083]. Berg’s lawsuit accuses
Obama of lying about his U.S. citizenship, which
would make him ineligible to be president. Berg
added that last week the Supreme Court "set dates"
by which Obama and the DNC must respond to the
Writ of Certiorari — on or before December 1, 2008.
"I look forward to receiving Defendant Obama's
response to the Writ and am hopeful the U. S.
Supreme Court will review Berg v. Obama. I believe
Mr. Obama is not a constitutionally-qualified naturalborn citizen and is ineligible to assume the office of
President of the United States."
Berg’s original lawsuit was dismissed by Federal
magistrate Barclay Surrick who said that ordinary citizens can't sue to ensure that a presidential candidate
actually meets the constitutional requirements of the
office, regardless of Berg’s point that uncertainty
about whether the Constitutional requirements of
presidency are enforced may result in a constitutional crisis should an ineligible candidate be elected.
[Stop! Obviously Surrick does not understand that
We The People are Sovereign with original enforcement powers in all matters of law. Furthermore, if
we Sovereigns do not have standing to demand proof
and to judge whether the next president of the United
States – the most powerful man in the entire world –
is eligible to be in that office, then who does? ]
Supreme Court review: Rule 10 of the Supreme
Court makes clear that Justice Souter's granting of a
review on the Writ of Certiorari is a matter of judicial discretion based upon a compelling reason.
Here, the compelling reason is the Constitutional
requirement that "No person except a natural born citizen ... shall be eligible to the office of President...".

Berg v. Obama requests Mr. Obama to provide
the following documents to prove eligibility:
A Genuine certified copy of his original long version "vault" birth certificate; A Certificate of
Citizenship; A Certified copy of his Oath of
Allegiance. These three documents will end this
case and once and for all put to rest claims of citizenship against Mr. Obama.
After that, Obama can only become the President
after the Electoral College members convene on 15
DECEMBER 2008 in their respective state capitals
and cast their votes to elect the President.
Documentation to prove eligibility is important,
sometimes conflicting: records from Obama's
Indonesian first grade school cited by Berg in his
complaint show Obama born in Honolulu, Hawaii,
but is named Barry Soetoro and is officially an
Indonesian citizen. Foreigners are not allowed in the
public schools of Indonesia.
If the school record is proven authentic, it does
in fact show Obama's birthplace as Honolulu and not
Mombasa, Kenya, but it also shows that Obama
adopted his step-father's [Lolo Soetoro] last name and
was registered as an Indonesian citizen in 1968.
Instead simply providing the proof of U.S. citizenship as most people do to obtain a job or security
clearance, Mr. Obama and the Democratic National
Committee (DNC) have tried to squash the case,
requested dismissal, and not addressed the claims. In
addition, his sister gave two different hospitals in
Hawaii [Queens Hospital, and Kapiolani] where he
was born, but neither show records of it. Three
immediate paternal family members in Mombosa,
Kenya have testified publicly Obama was born there.
While the mainstream media has chattered on
endlessly about what kind of dog Obama's daughters
will be getting, there's been reporting about Obama's
questionable campaign donations, potential voter
fraud in key states like Ohio and Florida, very little
about Obama's tight relationship with Tony Rezko —
and, of course, nothing about the lingering issue of
his proof of citizenship to be eligible for office.
In Feb 2008, Obama claimed that he had traveled
outside the U.S. to Pakistan in 1981 when he was 19
years old, and at the time it was prohibited for U.S.
citizens. Did he have an Indonesian passport? Did he
have a U.S. passport? If not, how did he get into and
out of this country? Where are his records?
Berg's original lawsuit leveled several charges at
both Obama and the DNC – accusing the former of
lying about his place of birth, faking his birth certificate and fraudulently running for office; and accusing
the latter of not properly vetting its candidate.
Rule 36 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
states that unless the accused party provides written
answer or objection to charges within 30 days, the
accused legally admits guilt.
By not filing the answers or objections by Oct.
15, 2008, Obama and DNC has admitted Obama was
born in Mombosa, Kenya, and his father Barrack
Hussein Obama, Sr. admitted paternity, and his mother’s maiden name is Ann Dunham. He admits he was
adopted in Indonesia by his stepfather Lolo Soetoro.
He admits that the COLB he posted online is a phony.
And he admits that he is constitutionally ineligible to
serve as president of the United States.

Investigator Ron McRae spoke to Obama’s
grandmother Sarah Obama in Kenya, asking her if
she was present when Barack was born? Through a
translator, Sarah Obama testified that she was present
when Obama was born.
The suit says Mr. Obama´s mother went to
Kenya late in her pregnancy and ended up giving
birth there. It also claims that later in life, Mr. Obama
declared himself a citizen of Indonesia.
Obama's visit to pakistan in '81 a pivotal issue: If
he did travel there on an Indonesian passport which
was issued to him as an Indonesian citizen, it implies
he held dual citizenship at best and perhaps only
Indonesian citizenship, in which case he will never be
eligible to be President of USA.
A COLB certification can be obtained after birth,
so it is not proof of citizenship. Alvin Onaka, a
research and statistics officer at the Hawaii DOH said
this type of birth certificate is given when the child is
born at home, ie. issued after the birth, usually
requested by parent.
So why does Obama refuse to produce this document? Such an action is quite simple in scope and
requires little effort. And why has Linda Lingle, the
convicted felon who is usurping office of governor of
Hawaii, issued SEALED orders on Obama’s records?
Furthermore, Barack Hussein Obama is an attorney,
an officer of the Judicial Branch, and in precluded
from Executive Office by Separation of Powers law.
Why hasn't this seen on the news? Major media
are Obama supporters! We have ABC - American's
for Barack Campaign; CBS - Campaigning for
Barack Station; NBC - National Barack Campaign?
All refusing to say to question their candidate of
choice, and even refuse to mention 3rd Party candidates like Bob Bar, Chuck Baldwin, Ralph Nader
who are fully qualified natural born American
Citizens committed to protecting and supporting the
Constitutional limits on government powers in order
to preserve the Sovereignty of We The People.
[Editor’s rant: Why is there always a coverup
when there is questions about Obama? We should all
be asking ourselves why an injunction in Federal
Court has been largely ignored by the AP and other
reputable news services. We should be even more
concerned that more than a question regarding a candidates citizenship is being ignored, and a jackass
federal judge declares We The People lack standing
to demand proof of candidate eligibility, because it is
the CONSTITUTION that is being ignored; it is the
first and foremost Rule of Law for the United States
of America AND FOR WHICH WE STAND that is
being ignored--or worse, manipulated and controlled
and CHANGED by the Obama cultists who celebrate
Obama's apparent election to the White House as the
arrival of a messiah. It is happening because history
shows that so called messiahs don’t need no stinking
qualification documents, and anybody who questions
such idolatry is certainly going to be on a no fly list
somewhere in the land of Obamism. When you voted
for Obama, you were sure to get Clinton!
It is time for a revolution for freedom and
Constitutional government, the kind of change that
an Obama dictator would not expect.
Obama’s
record of supporting anti-gun rights laws and the
Clinton gun prohibitions may finally push Americans
into action to end the destruction of our Republic, and
restore the Sovereignty of We The People. Lets pray!]
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The moon and planet Jupiter move very very close
to each other in the night sky this week and next, so
watch for this unusual event as it progresses in the
western sky every night wthout clouds.

Stop War on Drugs
Every day that goes by, 4,000 people are arrested for drug offenses, the vast
majority of them minor, and half a million nonviolent drug offenders languish in
the staggering number of prisons and jails the fascist Police State American government has very unwisely built.
It's time to stop this senseless tragedy and shocking injustice.
Stop the drug war -- visit http://stopthedrugwar.org/donate to donate to
StoptheDrugWar.org today. Thank you!

What will Barack Hussein Obama do
about What Happened on 9-11-01?
On September 11, 2001, we Americans were the victims of TREASON.
By September 12, we Americans all became the suspects watched by FBI.
Not one single U.S. citizen hijacked a plane, yet President Bush and DOJ,
through powers seized and codified in the fascist USA PATRIOT Act, labeled
270 million of us for surveillance, for searches, for tracking, for prison without
charges. Welcome to the New World Order! Police State USA !
So, what will Obama do to restor freedom if he is elected President?
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Tree Trimming-recycle eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate
We also do rock busting, appliance repair,
house painting and repairs, hauling.

Superferry: Fishing Out Maui
edited from Brad’s LTE:
Although Superferry supporters say that hundreds of pounds of fish have not
been removed from Maui, the record shows that to be a lie.
Fish and limu are allowed to be transported from Maui on the Superferry.
It is the opihi, crustaceans, and rocks that are not allowed on the Superferry.
However, there is no penalty for being caught attempting to smuggle them
aboard the Superferry, unless they are undersized.
When ridership on the Superferry to Maui was high last May through
August the amount of fish and limu that was transported via Superferry was significant. From the Oversight Taskforce Committee/DLNR reports for fish:
370lbs., 316lbs., 488lbs., and 190lbs in successive months. For limu it was:
477lbs. and 475lbs. in successive months.
And, there were significant weights of opihi that were confiscated by DLNR
after having been harvested and killed by smugglers. [So, who ate them?]
Let us be clear, with an inadequate Linda Lingle's Environmental Order and
Act 2, neighbor island resource depletion has been a real issue when the
Superferry was running at high ridership. Thankfully it has been running at low
ridership since late August, and not to Kauai or Molokai at all.
Check out video Superferry Plunder: Kauai fishermen talk story on Youtube
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugVnCMcya9g "Superferry Plunder: Kauai
fishermen talk story".

Letter to Editor: Christmas Idea
from Linda Liddell
When doing your Christmas cards this year, take one card and send it to:
A Recovering American Soldier
c/o Walter Reed Army Medical Center
6900 Georgia Avenue, NW
Washington , D.C. 20307-5001
=================================
Dear President Bush: TRASH the BATF !
I hope that as one of your last acts as President, you will fire Michael
Sullivan, the Acting Director of the BATF who has demonstrated a total lack of
respect for the 2nd Amendment rights of law abiding American Citizens who
own firearms. In addition to harassing honest gun owners, the BATF has stolen
the intellectual property of Coloseum Software Corp created to assist FFL's and
gun stores from BATF harassment.
So please fire Sullivan and command the Bureau to destroy all copies of
their stolen software, and stop their treason. Let me know the good news, asap.
Sincerely, George Peabody, Waialua, Molokai, Hawaii. 96748

Pono’s Solar Electric Power
for Molokai Homes,
farms,businesses.
“FREE Electricity”
from the Sun
Call Today!
“Mr.Pono” is
Solar Power

Pono Solar Power
works for you

558-8253
Every
Wednesday
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

IfAObama
Elected.....Got guns?
lot of people are deeply excited about the candidacy of Barrack Obama,
whose campaign theme, as everyone by now has noticed, is "change." World
leaders have hailed Obama as the arrival of a “messiah." But the structure of his
message is not new or unique: "What we have now is rotten, but if you put me
into power, it will change dramatically." Such a simple, persuasive message is
what put Adolf Hitler into power. And Mao Tse Tung. And all the communist
tyrants in the former Soviet Union. And Castro in Cuba. And Pol Pot in
Cambodia. The list goes on forever: the vast majority of names that we now associate with suffering and death acquired the means to do what they did by promising to change the way things are.
Fortunately for us, Obama is not officially elected President until the
Electoral College decides whether to vote for him on December 15. We still
have time to expose the election fraud. But what if Obama is elected President?
I think it will speed up the demise of the United States empire. In reality
no longer an egalitarian Republic, it is an empire now, a tyrant's playground. It
has nothing to do with individual liberty, and everything to do with domination
and control. Will Obama turn things around, and start the country on a steady
swing back in the direction of a limited, constitutional republic? No way!
A desire for real, significant change is certainly understandable, given the
cesspool of political corruption and deception into which our federal government
has devolved. Americans want something different, with question, the assumption is that it can't be any worse. Well, it can be worse. A lot worse if Americans
lose their individual sovereignty, their right to govern and defend themselves.
I too am ready for corruption and tyranny to end, and freedom to reign with
peace and prosperity and limited government in republican form. But how?
I hope Obama passes every socialistic program and wealth redistribution
plan he can think of. And then I hope the American people refuse to comply. I
hope he outlaws private gun ownership completely, and I hope the American
people refuse to give up their guns. I hope he nationalizes all health care, and I
hope a black market in health care springs up. I hope he outlaws private possession of jewelry, and no one hands theirs over. I hope he keeps the war-mongering going, and Americans refuse to sign up, and people already in the military
resign in droves. I hope he continues the tradition of the government doing the
bidding of the bankers and the Federal Reserve, keeping everyone in debt, and
constantly defrauded through the paper currency scam.
I hope the dollar collapses, and people start an economy based on
Constitutionally mandated money coined from gold and silver. I hope he raises
taxes through the roof, and I hope people refuse to pay them. I hope he pushes
his nationalist/socialist agenda just as fast as he possibly can, and I hope
Congress helps him to do so.
And then I hope that the spirit of resistance comes back to life in this country. The only way to end tyranny is by disobedience. Whether by revolution or
by passive resistance, the only thing that has ever reduced oppression is people
refusing to do what "authority" told them to do, and stop all this pathetic groveling to crooked politicians and every so called “messiah." RESIST Tyrants!

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)
The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.
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Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Molokai High School News
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Full Service
6-Days Week

K ualapuu Coo k h ouse

Mondays: 7 am - 2 pm

Breakfast & Lunch 7 am - 8 pm Daily
Dinner Served 5 pm- 8 pm Daily
Thursday Night: Prime Rib
Closed Sundays
located in Kualapuu off Hwy. 480

567-9655
ONO
Kaukau!

Fly George’s
Aviation
CHARTER AIR
SERVICE
Dependable, Friendly
and affordable
Call toll free:

1-866-834-2120

on Molokai call 553-8554 on Maui call 893-2120

Mahalo Molokai for your SUPPORT !
● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE
from home. *Medical *Business
*Paralegal, *Computers, *Criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer available. Financial Aid if
qualified. Call 866-858-2121
http://www.CenturaOnline.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

12-V Solar Electric Windmill
Windmill....$800
ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

COLORADO acreage 35,000!
With trout fishing stream on property.
Very private, gated ranch.
Adjoins gov’t. lands in mountain
canyon. $400 down. $390 monthly.
Owner 806-376-8690.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
TREE TRIM & chipping Eastend
Tree removal and Trimming
Chip cuttings into valuable mulch
for your garden or to supress weeds.

call 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FREEDOM is NOT free!
A republic uses restraint without
force.
Democracy uses force without
restraint.

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2006-2007
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

Board of Education Meeting on Molokai hosted by Mary Cochran, Maggie
Cox and Herbert Watanabe, on Monday, November 17, 2008 at Kaunakakai
Elementary School, from 5pm to 7pm.
This is a town-hall style public meeting without a fixed agenda. The purpose
of the meeting is to receive public questions and input on any subject affecting
public libraries and public schools.
Course Registration for the 2009-2010 School Year
Molokai High School students will be registering for courses for school year
2009-2010 from October 20, 2008 through November 14, 2008. Registration packets will be distributed to students on October 16, 2008. Parents, please discuss
schedule possibilities with your child. The registration packet will also be posted
on the Molokai High School website at www.molokai.k12.hi.us. Any questions
regarding registration can be directed to Julia De George at 567-6950, ext 229.
MHS Accreditation in February 2009 Three years ago, the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) visiting team identified some areas
to concentrate on for overall school improvement. To address these issues, the
staff conducts a self-study using the "Focus on Learning" approach. All of the
school stakeholders are included in this process by participating in focus groups
and providing input. Molokai High School has been working diligently to make the
recommended changes and soon, it will be time to share this progress with the
WASC visitors.
REMINDER:
Juniors should sign up for the December SAT and ACT.
Upcoming Athletics
12/6/2008 Girls Soccer vs Maui High
Duke Maliu
10:00 am
MHS 75th Reunion The MHS Alumni is already starting to plan for this great
event! They are looking for photos, any kind of movies, videos, or film, and people to talk to about stories from the past 75 years. MHS contacts are Lloyd
Yonemura or Julia De George, 567-6950, x229.

Obama’s Anti-Gun Rights
Record Exposed, Citizenship
Challenged
http://www.goapvf.org
The popular election sham is over and Barack Hussein Obama got
the most votes, so now the Electoral College will decide if he will
become President of USA. Members have a duty to determine if a
candidate is qualified. Several legal challenges to Obama’s citizenship status, but rejected because there are procedures available under
the 12th and 20th Amendments to the Constitution to challenge a candidate's
qualifications when electoral votes are counted, not before. "Judicial review
— if any — should occur only after the electoral and congressional processes
have run their course.
Limiting self-defense, Obama voted to allow the prosecution of people who
used a firearm for self-defense in their homes. (Illinois Senate, S.B. 2165, 3/25/04)
Sentor Barack Obama efused to sign the brief supporting an individual Second
Amendment right in the Heller case.
Obama against Right-to-Carry. (Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, 4/2/08; Chicago
Tribune, 9/15/04)
Ammunition ban supporter. Obama voted to ban almost all rifle ammunition
commonly used for hunting and sport shooting. (United States Senate, S. 397, vote
217, 7/29/05)
The Brady Campaign Hoping For Expanded "Assault Weapons" Ban Under
An Obama Administration: With the prospect of Sen. Barack Obama being elected President, the Brady Campaign is trying to rejuvenate a ban on all detachablemagazine semi-automatic firearms, a vast expansion of the federal "assault
weapon" law of 1994--2004. As Brady notes in a new propaganda paper, "Senator
Barack Obama supports banning assault weapons."
Log on to Gun Owners of America website gun rights ratings of politicians:
http://www.goapvf.org to check out the politicians stand on gun rights.
You owe it to yourself to check the record of candidates to Congress and
President.

Propane
Refrigerator/Freezers

SALE: $1299
DEPENDABLE
ENERGY EFFICIENT
PROPANE
Simple to install new, or to replace your
old electric refrigerator!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody:
558-8253
+ Pono Solar Electric products

